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1.0 Project Overview 

1.1 Wonthaggi Public Art Commission 2021  

Bass Coast Shire Council is extending an invitation to suitably experienced artists to create a 

public artwork for the township of Wonthaggi. 

The Wonthaggi Public Art Commission is part of Council’s annual Public Art Program.  

A Working Group has been created to oversee the implementation of this Commission. The 

Working Group consists of a Ward Councillor, local residents and rate payers, members of local 

artist groups, members of the Bass Coast Arts and Culture Advisory Committee and relevant 

Council Officers.   

The Working Group have identified and prioritised three (3) viable locations for the 

commission, listed below in order of priority: (Refer to Appendix 1: Site Locality Map) 

a) The western entry to the town on Graham Street at the intersection with the Nyora to 

Wonthaggi Rail Trail (site A) 

b) The western arm of Guide Park adjacent to the rail trail (site B) 

c) The eastern entry to the town at the intersection of Graham Street, Inverloch Road and 

Fincher St (site C) 

Artists will be required to select their preferred location from this (Refer to Appendix 1: Site 

Locality Map) This document will provide an outline of the Commission and conditions to be met 

and advise applicants of the information required for an Expression of Interest (EOI) submission.   

1.2 Commission Details - Theme 

Transitions: a point of intersection between past, present and future.  The Working 

Group arrived at this thematic frame in response to their analysis of the preferred site (site A). 

The Working Group is keen to permit artistic freedom and interpretation, to let the artistic 

process happen however the selected work will need to honour the thematic framework: to 

reflect notions of transition, intersection and evolution with particular relevance to 

the history, character and future of Wonthaggi.  

Proposals that take unconventional and unexpected forms or modes of encounter are encouraged, 

(it doesn’t have to look like public art.) 

Local residents will be the direct beneficiaries of the Commission, along with visitors to 

Wonthaggi.  

The Commission seeks a site-specific work, meaning that the concepts proposed and the 

successfully selected public artwork will have a direct relationship with the physical, symbolic, 

cultural, ecological, psychological, social and political environment in and around the location of 

the artwork. 
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1.3 Site 

The Working Group have identified and prioritised three (3) viable locations for the 

commission, listed below in order of priority: (Refer to Appendix 1: Site Locality Map) 

a) The western entry to the town on Graham Street at the intersection with the Nyora to 

Wonthaggi Rail Trail (site A) 

b) The western arm of Guide Park adjacent to the rail trail (site B) 

c) The eastern entry to the town at the intersection of Graham Street, Inverloch Road and 

Fincher St (site C) 

Site A itself is a node of intersection, located on the meeting point of Graham Street and the 

Nyora Wonthaggi Rail Trail. The rail trail currently serves as recreational infrastructure for 

walkers, cyclists and runners. In the past it was a freight link used to transport coal from the 

Wonthaggi coal mines to Melbourne and beyond. To the south-west of the intersection is a 

wetland reserve that is the site of the original Wonthaggi tent town. Further to the south-west 

the elegant blades of Baxter’s beach wind farm can be seen.  

The rail trail also acts as an east west axis running through the CBD of Wonthaggi. It is hoped this 

project will contribute to connecting the Rescue Station Arts building in the to the west with the 

Goods Shed (home of the Bass Coast Artists Society) in the centre of the town and Arts Space 

gallery located on the east of the CBD. Experiential, possibly digital, works that engage the length 

of the trail from the Rescue Station to Art Space will also be considered.  

As a point of context it is important to consider the Bass Coast Dinosaur Trail, as currently 

articulated in the draft master plan, proposes to create a Gondwanan garden experience in the 

immediate vicinity. It is not intended that this commission relate directly to the dinosaur, however 

understanding this context could prove beneficial.   

Site B is a compromised version of site A with the added facility of being a shorter walking 

distance from the Hospital, Rose Lodge retirement village and the Guide Park Parking area. 

Site C is essentially a transient space of passage for motor vehicles traveling between Wonthaggi 

and Inverloch. There is some cycle traffic and limited foot traffic in this area. A stand-alone 

structure would be better suited to this site.  

Artists are to nominate their preferred location, which will be subject to Council approval. 

Depending on the nature of the work proposed the artist may select a single location or an array 

of smaller discreet locations.  

1.4 Budget 

A budget of $40,000 (GST excluded) has been allocated for the Commission.  

This fee is to cover all costs associated with the project from EOI approval through to handing 

over the work (commission acceptance), including all applicable costs relating to material, labour, 

fabrication, artist’s fee, agent’s fee, project management, certified engineering drawings, insurance, 

landscaping and lighting etc.  

https://d2n3eh1td3vwdm.cloudfront.net/general-images/210730_Dinosaur-Trail-Draft-Masterplan_LowRES.pdf?mtime=20210804155718&focal=none
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1.5 Process 

The Wonthaggi Public Art Commission will take place over the 2021-22 financial year period, 

encompassing the following milestones: 

Milestone One: Expression of Interest 

Artists (or teams of artists) are invited to respond to the public art brief by submitting an EOI no 

later than Sunday, 17th October 2021 at 11.59pm. 

The EOI must include: 

• A one-page current CV (for each artist involved in the submission). 

• Up to eight images of previous work (or if in video or sound format up to 4 x 5 minute 

videos).  All work must be clearly labelled with title, date, medium, dimensions / 

duration. 

• A 400-word written response to the brief that outlines the concept of the work and 

how it relates to the brief. 

The selection panel will be made up of representatives from the Wonthaggi community, Bass Coast 

Shire Council Arts and Culture Advisory Committee, Council officers and the wider Bass Coast 

community. The section panel’s decision is final, however unsuccessful artists can contact the 

project manager, David Burrows for general feedback.  The following selection criteria will be used 

for assessing all Expressions of Interest:  

• Quality of portfolio of previous works 

• Conceptual relevance to the brief  

 

Milestone Two: Design Concept Development 

Two to three artists will be shortlisted and paid a fee of $2000 to develop their concept.  Artists 

involved in this stage of the commission will: 

• Visit the site  

• Develop a project budget, secure quotes from potential fabricators, suppliers and 

installers 

• Finalise location in collaboration with Council Land Managers 

• Meet with any other design professionals as required i.e. landscape architects or 

engineers 

• Produce samples, prototypes and/or models (these could be 2 or 3 D rendering) 

• Undertake research into materials/ finishes and make a final selection 

• Create detailed plans and elevations of intended work 

 

The shortlist fee is designed to help the selected artists develop and produce a design concept.  

The fee does not include the rights to the concepts, drawings, maquettes and models submitted – 

which will remain the property of the artist. 

Artwork Selection  

Shortlisted artists will present their concepts to a Selection Panel in person and be judged on the 

following criteria: 
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• Concept relevance to the Wonthaggi Public Art Commission Artist Brief 

• Demonstrated ability to deliver the project 

• Realistic budget 

• Artistic excellence 

 

The successful artist/s will be invited to enter into a formal contract with Bass Coast Shire Council.  

The contract will set out the obligations and conditions of all parties and include a work program, 

milestones and payment schedule.   

Milestone Three: The Commission 

This phase involves the following milestones: signing of the commission agreement, development 

of detailed designs, fabrication and installation of the artwork. During this stage, the artist will be 

required to meet the specific milestones outlined in the commission agreement. Upon achievement 

of these milestones, progress payments will be released.  

Production of the artwork may involve the artist creating the artwork themselves, supervising its 

fabrication or a combination of both. During production, the artist will be responsible for providing 

regular updates on the progress of the artwork to the project manager.  

Where appropriate, a studio visit may be undertaken by the project manager and may also involve 

other relevant Council officers and stakeholders. 

Completion of artwork 

Once completed, the artwork will be installed in accordance with the conditions outlined in the 

commission agreement between the artist and commissioning agent. At the end of the project, the 

artist will need to provide the commissioning agent with a Maintenance Manual. The artist will be 

guided through this process by the Project Manager.   

 

2.0 Specifications 

2.1 Bass Coast Shire Council Public Art Program  

Council appreciates the importance of art in a community and has committed to a Public Art 

Program. Council’s Public Arts Sites and Themes Plan 2014-2024 identifies future projects, 

including Wonthaggi. 

Public art has the ability to enhance the experience of a place, to represent something about its 

location, and potentially to become a local icon.   

All public art must be delivered in accordance with Council’s Public Art Principles.  (Refer 

Appendix 2: Public Art Principles)  

2.2 Materials 

Public Art installations should be built of materials durable to withstand local climate and adhere 

to Bass Coast Specifications for Public Art. Materials, such as marine grade stainless steel or 

equivalent, would be appropriate in a coastal environment. (Refer Appendix 3: Bass Coast 

Specifications for Public Art)  
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The selection of materials must also consider ongoing maintenance requirements and the lifespan 

of the artwork.  

Applications for art works in formats or media not traditionally associated with public art will be 

considered if their relevance to the thematic rational can be demonstrated. Please contact the 

Commission contact prior to submitting an EOI to discuss suitability of the idea. 

2.3 Risk Management 

The artist must take into account that a fabricated design shall not cause any harm or injury. Please 

refer to Bass Coast Specifications for Public Art, taking into account all aspects. (Refer Appendix 

3: Bass Coast Specifications for Public Art) 

2.4 Maintenance  

The ongoing maintenance of the public artwork will be the responsibility of Bass Coast Shire 

Council. Council will use the Maintenance Manual to guide this process.  

2.5 De-commissioning  

If the artwork has reached its intended lifespan, has been damaged or destroyed, or is no longer 

safe, there may be a need to remove or relocate it.  

Before an artwork is de-commissioned all reasonable attempts will be made to contact and consult 

with the artist.   

2.6 Timelines 

Please see the timeline below for an understanding of key dates: 

Expression of Interest  15 September – 17 October 2021 

Shortlisted artists notified Mid November 2021 

Shortlisted artist panel presentation Mid – Late Dec 2021 

Selected artist notified Late January 2022 

Final installation Late June 2022 

Formal Launch Spring 2022 

 

2.7  Site Tour 

Given the current restrictions on movement and gatherings, a site tour will only be held in the 

second phase of the commission process for the shortlisted artists.  

 

Artists submitting an EOI are encouraged to research the site which may include a self-guided visit 

to the area if permitted. Please note evidence of research on the nominated site forms part of the 

Selection Criteria, however a site visit is not required for the EOI under the current circumstances.  
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3.0  Selection Process Shortlisting 

3.1  Expression of Interest Selection Criteria 

The following selection criteria will be used for assessing all Expressions of Interest:  

• Quality of portfolio 

• Concepts relevance to the brief 

 

3.2 Project Selection Panel 

A Project Selection Panel will be responsible for selecting its preferred artist using the selection 

criteria listed above. The Project Selection Panel consists of Bass Coast Shire Councillors, 

representatives of the local community, Bass Coast Arts & Culture Advisory Committee and 

Council officers. 

3.3  Notification of Selection  

Shortlisted artists will be notified by Council once the selection process has been completed. All 

respondents will be notified as soon as practical, following the final decision.  

3.4 Concept Copyright  

The Artist will retain the intellectual property and copyright of the concepts they have proposed, 

including the finished artwork. 

 

4.0 Application Requirements  

 A Completed Application Form  Upload as PDF 

Smarty Grant page 2 Section 1  

 Curriculum Vitae (in the case of a team this must be one CV 

for each individual on the team). 

 

Upload as PDF 

 
Up to 8 images of previous work (or if in video or sound format 

up to 4 videos x 5 minutes max).  All work must be clearly 

labelled with title, date, medium, dimensions / duration. 

 

 

Upload as PDF 

 Smarty Grant page 3 Section 3 

 
A 400-word written response to the brief that outlines the 

concept of the work and how it relates to brief. 

 

Complete online text box 

Smarty Grant page 4 Section 1 

Upload Optional extra 

documentation 
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Please complete your application online at: 

https://bass-coast.smartygrants.com.au/wonthaggi-public-art 

Submissions close on Sunday, 17th October 2021 at 11.59pm. 

5.0 Council Contact Information 

Your contact person for this Commission is David Burrows, Team Leader, Arts and Culture. 

David can be contacted by email David.burrows@basscoast.vic.gov.au or by telephone (03) 5671 

2211 or 1300 BCOAST (226 278).

https://bass-coast.smartygrants.com.au/wonthaggi-public-art
mailto:David.burrows@basscoast.vic.gov.au


 

 

Appendix 1 – Locality Plan – Wonthaggi 

Site A – Wonthaggi Nyora Rail trail intersection with Graham St 

 

Site B – East end of Guide Park 

 



 

 

 

Site C – Graham Street, Inverloch Road and Finch Street intersection 

 

 

Overview All Sites 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 2 – Public Art Principles 

The Principals for the selection or commissioning of public artwork are that the artwork shall 

• Make a contribution to the cultural life and identity of the area. 

• Support and create opportunities for artists. 

• Contribute a creative element to the built and natural environment. 

• Enhance the visual quality of a development or place. 

• Consider the historical and cultural significance of the site. 

• Be sensitive to community values and expectations. 

• Stimulate social interaction and community celebration. 

• Consider access for all. 

• Respond to the site and location. 

• Be of suitable materials and construction to be in a public space for the duration of the artwork. 

The proposal must meet all statutory and implied requirements including meeting appropriate health and 

safety standards.  

Appendix 3 – Bass Coast Specifications for Public Art 

The Bass Coast Shire Council requires designers to consider the following points when creating items of 

public art. 

· Site Conditions 

· Accessibility 

· Height – Fall Zone 

· Entrapment 

· Surfaces 

· Materials 

Site Conditions 

The location of the item will determine the age group most likely to be viewing or potentially using the item.  

For example, a public street would be all age, a walking/running track would be teenage/adult, while a park 

would be young children - particularly if it already contains play equipment. 



 

 

 

 

Accessibility 

If the item is situated in a public place the intended use of the item and the potential misuse must be 

considered.  For example, if a sculpture is intended purely as a work of art, consideration should be given to 

placing it on a vertical sided pedestal at least 1 – 2 metres high to discourage climbing altogether. 

If on the other hand the item has an intended use (e.g. bench seat) or is expected to be climbed upon there 

are other points relating to playground standards that must be taken into account. 

Height – Fall Zone 

The height of an accessible item will determine the requirement for clear space and/or impact absorbing 

material around its perimeter. 

Items lower than 600 mm in height are not required to have an impact absorbing surface around them but in 

most cases a 1500 mm clear space is recommended.  Items 600 mm up to 3000 mm in height will require a 

clear space of between 1500 mm to 2500 mm around them (see chart below), covered with an impacted 

absorbing material relative to the potential free height of fall. 

 

  Height (mm) Fall zone/Impact Area (mm)   

  ≥ 600 ≤1500 1500   

  1600 1567   

  1700 1633   

  1800 1700   

  1900 1767   

  2000 1833   

  2100 1900   

  2200 1967   

  2300 2033   

  2400 2100   

  2500 2167   

  2600 2233   

  2700 2300   

  2800 2367   

  2900 2433   

  3000 2500   



 

 

     

 

Entrapment 

Holes or openings in the surface of an accessible item must be compliant with requirements of                  AS 

4685.1-2014 for entrapment.  As compliance to this standard is determined by a variety of probes applied in 

a number of specific manners it is recommended that the design should be checked by a playground specialist. 

The chart below is a guide to the dimensions of openings that should be avoided. 

 

SITUATION GAP TO BE AVOIDED 

Openings ≥ 600 mm above ground >89 mm <230 mm (Head) 

  >45 mm <230 mm if vee shaped (Neck) 

 

Openings ≥ 1200 mm above ground >8 mm <25 mm (Finger) 

 

  

  

With regard to crawl tunnels, a minimum internal dimension of 750 mm will comply in all cases.  This 

dimension can vary in certain conditions.  For example an internal dimension of as little as 400 mm would be 

compliant if the tunnel was less than 1000 mm in length and was inclined at less than 15 degrees to the 

horizontal. 

Surfaces 

The surface of any item of accessible public art should not contain any sharp edges or protruding points that 

could injure a person coming into contact with them.  If the item is intended to be climbed upon, it should 

contain some form of hand/foot support that maybe gripped or grasped.  Grippable surfaces allow the hand 

to fully encircle them and must be between 16 mm – 45 mm diameter.  Graspable surfaces allow partial hand 

support and must be of 60 mm maximum diameter. 

Materials 

The choice of building material should take into consideration its vulnerability to vandalism and the potential 

cost of restoration.  The manner of securing public art in place should take into consideration its vulnerability 

to theft. Coastal environment stainless steel marine grade or equivalent would be recommended in this 

Commission. 

 


